
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

ISIAH A. JONES, III, for himself and No. 19-02493-JS
others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff,

v.,

JOSEPH WILDCAT, Sr.; NICOLE  
CHAPMAN-REYNOLDS; EDMUND
PETERSON; CHRIS SOULIER; 
PATRICIA MARQUEZ; PHILLIP 
CHAPMAN, JR.; DAROLD LONDO; 
RANDY SOULIER; MELISSA DOUD; 
JESSI PHILLIPS LORENZO;  & 
JUANITA HUGULEY a/k/a JUANITA 
GEORGE-HUGULEY, all defendants
named solely in their individual capacity, 

Defendants.

Order

AND NOW, this ____ day of _______________, 2019, upon consideration of defendants’

motions to dismiss complaint, it is ordered that the motions are denied.    

                                                                 
JUAN R. SÁNCHEZ, Chief Judge
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Introduction

“[U]sury is generally accompanied by subterfuge and circumvention of
one kind or another to present the color of legality  . . . .”

Simpson v. Penn Discount Corp., 335 Pa. 172, 5 A.2d 796, 798 (1939).

The defendants in this case are individuals who operate several corporate entities that

make loans over the internet at triple digit rates of interest. On or about November 30, 2017, one of the

companies operating under defendants’ direction made a loan to Isiah Jones, III, in Pennsylvania for

$400 at 690% A.P.R. Mr. Jones paid over $1,100 on the loan and continues to owe a balance according

to the lender. 

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has held that lending over the internet to citizens of

the Commonwealth at triple digit rates of interest violates Pennsylvania’s usury laws.  Cash America

Net  v.  Commonwealth of  Pennsylvania,  607 Pa.  432,  8  A.3d 282,  295 (2010).  But  the  defendants

contend that they are nevertheless beyond the reach of Pennsylvania law. Defendants are wrong.   

In  Lewis  v.  Clarke,  137  S.  Ct.  1285  (2017),  the  Supreme  Court  held  that  tribal

employees are not protected by tribal immunity when sued in their personal capacity. The defendants

are subject to personal jurisdiction in Pennsylvania because they run a business that used an interactive

website to purposely reach out to Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania to lend him money. Toys “R” Us, Inc. v.

Step  Two,  S.A.,  318 F.3d 446,  454 (3d Cir.  2003).  The defendants  are  personally liable  under  the

Racketeer  Influenced Corrupt  Organizations  Act  (“RICO”)  for  operating  a  business  enterprise  that

collected usurious interest from Mr. Jones.  Jaguar Cars, Inc. v. Royal Oaks Motor Car Co., Inc., 46

F.3d  258  (3rd  Cir.,  1995)  (RICO  imposes  liability  on  the  individual  agents  and  employees  of  a

corporation who direct the operation of the corporation in violation of RICO predicate acts). 

For  these  reasons,  as  explained  more  fully  below,  defendants’ motions  to  dismiss

plaintiff’s complaint lack merit and should be denied.  

1
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Background

Isiah  Jones,  III,  is  a  citizen  of  Pennsylvania  and  resides  in  the  City  of  Chester.

Complaint  ¶ 1.  In November 2017, Mr. Jones needed money for household expenses.  Id.  ¶ 27.  Mr.

Jones searched for a loan online from a computer in Pennsylvania.  Id.  ¶¶ 29-30; Jones Affidavit  ¶ 4

(attached  as  Exhibit  P-5).  His  search  led  him  to  the  website  for  RadiantCash.com

(https://www.radiantcash.com/). Complaint Exhibit P-1 &  ¶¶ 29-30. Once on the website, Mr. Jones

filled out a loan application. Complaint Exhibit P-1 at 1-2 & ¶ 30. In the application, RadiantCash.com

asked for information about Mr. Jones’ identity, employment, and bank account. Jones Affidavit ¶ 7-8.

Mr. Jones completed and submitted the application from a computer in Pennsylvania. Complaint ¶ 30.

After submitting the application, a customer service representative from RadiantCash called Mr. Jones

on his phone in Pennsylvania.  Id.  ¶ 33; Jones Affidavit  ¶ 9. The person reviewed with Mr. Jones the

information in the loan application including in particular the information regarding his bank account.

Complaint ¶ 33; Jones Affidavit ¶ 9.

Following the phone call, RadiantCash offered Mr. Jones a loan in the amount of $400

at 690% A.P.R.  Complaint ¶ 34. RadiantCash drafted a loan agreement specifically for Mr. Jones and

gave Mr. Jones access to the agreement online to accept in Pennsylvania. Complaint Exhibit P-4; Jones

Affidavit  ¶ 10. The  agreement  outlined  a  payment  schedule  consisting  of  14  biweekly  payments

totaling $1,543.26 to satisfy the $400 loan.  Complaint Exhibit P-4.

In the agreement,  Mr.  Jones authorized RadiantCash.com to deposit  and debit  funds

from his account at Sun East Federal Credit Union (“Sun East”). Complaint Exhibit P-4 at 7; Jones

Affidavit  ¶ 11.  Sun  East  is  a  credit  union  local  to  Southeastern  Pennsylvania

(https://www.suneast.org/about/branches-atms/).  RadiantCash  deposited  loan  funds  into  Mr.  Jones’

account at Sun East and thereafter debited funds from the Sun East account in accordance with the

payment  schedule  outlined  in  the  loan  agreement.  Jones  Affidavit  ¶ 12-13;  Complaint ¶ 38-40.

2
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RadiantCash.com withdrew a total of about $1,100 from Mr. Jones’ account at which point Mr. Jones

decided he had paid enough and stopped the withdraws. Jones Affidavit ¶ 13-14; Complaint ¶¶ 38-40.

After Mr. Jones stopped the payments, representatives from RadiantCash.com called and wrote Mr.

Jones in Pennsylvania to demand payment of the balance. Jones Affidavit ¶ 14; Complaint ¶¶ 41-42.

RadiantCash.com is a trade name for a limited liability company created by the Lac Du

Flambeau Tribe of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians (“LDF Tribe”) called Ishwaaswi, LLC. Joseph

Wildcat  (“Wildcat”)  Exhibits  “I”  & “J.”1 The  sole  member  and manager  of  Ishwaaswi  is  another

tribally created business entity named LDF Holdings, LLC (“LDF Holdings”). Wildcat Exhibits “I” &

“J.”  LDF Holdings is a member managed limited liability company whose sole member is the LDF

Business Development Corporation (“LDF BDC”).  Wildcat Exhibit  “H.” LDF BDC is yet  another

tribally  created  business  entity.  LDF  BDC  is  a  corporation  set  up  by  the  LDF  Tribe  to  operate

businesses to generate income for the LDF Tribe. Wildcat Exhibit “E.” See also plaintiff’s Exhibits P-2

and P-3.

The stated purpose of LDF Holdings is to “[e]ngage, through subsidiary entities, in the

business of making small-denomination, short-term loans to consumers; and in any activities that are

directly related to the accomplishment of such purposes . . . .” Wildcat Exhibit “H” at page 2 of 3.

Ishwaaswi is one of LDF Holdings’ subsidiary entities that makes such loans. Wildcat Exhibit “J” at

page 2 of 3. 

LDF  BDC is  run  by  a  board  of  directors  and  set  of  officers.  The  Tribally-Owned

Business Organizations Code vests the authority to manage tribal corporations in the board of directors.

Wildcat Exhibit “C.” at  § 44a.106(5) & 44a.301(1). Tribal businesses may indemnify directors and

1 Defendant  Wildcat  submitted  a  set  of  exhibits  designated  “A”  through  “J”  that  are
supposed to be a matter of public record with the LDF Tribe that plaintiff accepts as such. 

3
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managers  against  personal  liability.  Wildcat  Exhibit  “C”  at  44a.105(1)(j).  The  LDF  BDC bylaws

specify that the board of directors 

shall be responsible for approving facility and strategic plans, approving
and overseeing the annual budget,  hiring and supervising the officers,
developing resources, obtaining financing, serving as ambassadors for the
organization,  and  generally  overseeing  the  policies  and affairs  of  the
organization. 

Wildcat Exhibit F at Art. 3, § 4 (emphasis added). The president of the tribal council, Mr. Wildcat, is an

ex officio member of the LDF BDC board of directors with all of the rights and responsibilities of the

position.  Wildcat Exhibit “F” at  Art. 3,  § 1(A). Mr. Wildcat thus sits on the LDF BDC board and

directly  participates  in  the  management  of  the  organization  along  with  all  of  the  subsidiary

organizations it controls. 

The principal officers of the LDF BDC are the president of the board of directors, vice

president,  treasurer,  and secretary.  Wildcat Exhibit  “F” at  Art 5.  The board may also appoint such

additional officers as necessary to manage the day-to-day operation of the business such as a chief

executive officer and chief financial officer.  Wildcat Exhibit “F” at Art. 5 § 2. 

The personnel who hold these various positions are publicized on the tribe’s websites

which is attached to the complaint as Plaintiff’s Exhibit P-2. Defendant Nicole Chapman-Reynolds is

president of the board of directors. Complaint  ¶¶ 4 & 5. Edmund Peterson is vice president. Id.  ¶ 6.

Chris Soulier is treasurer.  Id.  ¶ 7. Patricia Marquez is secretary.  Id.  ¶ 8. Phillip Chapman, Jr. is an at

large member of the board of directors. Id. ¶ 9. Darold Londo is the chief executive officer.  Id. ¶ 10.

Darold Londo became CEO in December 2017, so he was employed by LDF BDC during the entire

time Mr.  Jones’ loan  was  in  repayment.  Complaint  Exhibit  P-2  at  13.  Randy Soulier  is  the  chief

operating  officer  of  LDF BDC,  and says  he  has  been  involved  in  LDF BDC since  its  inception.

Complaint ¶ 11; Exhibit P-2 at 13. He was employed as interim CEO prior to Mr. Londo assuming the

position. Id.

4
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Exhibit P-3 consists of screenshots of the website for LDF Holdings, LLC. According to

the website, LDF Holdings “owns and manages the entire online lending business.” Exhibit P-3 at 1.

The website says that LDF Holding operates a call center, processes loans, collects loans, and process

ACH transactions.  Id.  at 2. Defendant Jessi  Lorenzo is  the president of LDF Holdings. Complaint

Exhibit P-3 at 4. According to LDF Holding’s articles of organization, Ms. Lorenzo answers to LDF

BDC which is LDF Holdings sole member and manager. Just under Ms. Lorenzo in the management

structure is defendant Juanita Huguley in the role of operations director. Exhibit P-3 at 4. 

By virtue of their  positions in the organization,  it  is  fair  to infer that  each of these

defendants is a participant in the operation of the lending business performed by these companies. The

most obvious participants are Ms. Lorenzo and Ms. Huguley. These two individuals directly run LDF

Holdings’  lending  operation.  They  oversee  the  staff  that  takes  and  approves  loan  applications,

distributes loan funds to borrowers, and collects loan payments. They would have overseen the process

of making and collecting a loan from Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania.

It is the role of the board of directors, which includes President Wildcat, to participate in

setting the policies and goals of LDF Holdings and LDF BDC as well as monitoring and managing the

performance of these organizations. The board of directors would have made the decision for LDF

Holdings to issue and collect high interest loans over the internet from consumers across the country,

including  Mr.  Jones  in  Pennsylvania.  Every  time  the  board  meets  to  consider  the  status  of  LDF

Holdings, the board  would be implicitly ratifying the decision to have LDF Holdings collect high

interest loans over the internet. The board would be managing the use of the loan proceeds collected by

LDF  Holding,  including  the  use  of  the  funds  in  support  of  LDF  Holding,  LDF  BDC,  and  the

distribution of the funds to the LDF Tribe, including the loan funds collected from Mr. Jones.  

Darold  Londo,  Randy  Soulier,  and  Melissa  Doud  occupy  an  intermediate  position

between the board and LDF Holdings. Seemingly, they would be responsible for making certain Mr.

5
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Lorenzo and Ms. Huguley are managing LDF Holding in conformance with the board’s directives.

They would also manage the funds distributed by LDF Holdings to LDF BDC. 

At some point after  making the instant loan to Mr. Jones, LDF Holdings apparently

ceased making loans in Pennsylvania. See Exhibit P-1 at 5. But up to that point, Mr. Jones believes that

LDF Holdings made numerous loans to Pennsylvania borrowers.  

Mr.  Jones’  complaint  is  filed  against  the  individual  defendants  in  their  personal

capacities. The complaint requests entry of a judgment that would be enforceable solely against the

individual defendants and not any of the tribal corporate entities. The complaint advances three theories

of personal liability against the individual defendants. The first two theories are under the Racketeer

Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”), 18 U.S.C. §§ 1962(c)&(d), for operating an enterprise

through the collection of unlawful debt and conspiring to operate an enterprise through the collection of

unlawful  debt.  The  third  theory  is  for  violating  Pennsylvania’s  Loan  Interest  and  Protection  Law

(“LIPL”), 41 P.S. 201 et. seq. (also known as “Act 6”), for making a loan in Pennsylvania to Mr. Jones

in excess of the legal rate of interest. Liability against the individual defendants for violating the LIPL

is  premised on participation  theory. Individual  corporate  agents  are  personally  liable  for  wrongful

conduct in which they personally participate. Corbett v. Manson, 903 A.2d 69, 73 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2006)

(discussing participation theory of liability for corporate actors);  see also Wicks v. Milzoco Builders,

Inc., 503 Pa. 614, 621-22, 470 A.2d 86, 90 (1983) (corporate officer who directs wrongful conduct is

participant).

Argument

Consumer lending in Pennsylvania is regulated under the Consumer Discount Company

Act (“CDCA”), 7 P.S. § 6201 et seq., and the Loan Interest and Protection Law (“LIPL”), 41 P.S. § 201

et seq. Under the CDCA a lender can become licensed to make consumer loans in Pennsylvania and

charge interest up to about 24% A.P.R. Cash America Net v. Commonwealth, 8 A.3d 282, 285, 607 Pa.

6
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432, 437 (2010). Without a license, a lender is limited by the LIPL to charging interest not greater than

6% per annum. 41 P.S. § 201. Charging usurious interest in violation of the LIPL is a criminal offense,

id. § 505, and the statute is unwaivable. Id. § 408 (“Notwithstanding any other law, the provisions of

this  act  may  not  be  waived  by  any  oral  or  written  agreement  executed  by  any  person.”).  The

Pennsylvania Supreme Court has held that lending over the internet to citizens of the Commonwealth

constitutes doing business in the state and is regulated by Pennsylvania law. Cash America Net, 8 A.3d

at 282, 607 Pa. at 432. Nevertheless, LDF Holdings insists it can charge Mr. Jones interest at the rate of

690% A.P.R because it had Mr. Jones sign a contract that waived the application of Pennsylvania law to

the loan. LDF Holdings’ argument fails because the waiver is invalid. 

I. DEFENDANTS ARE NOT PERSONALLY IMMUNE FROM LIABILITY.  

Sovereign immunity does not protect the defendants from personal liability. In Lewis v.

Clarke, 137 S. Ct. 1285 (2017), the Court held that tribal immunity does not protect individuals from

personal  liability  arising  in  the  course  of  tribal  employment.  The  case  arose  from an  automobile

accident. Defendant William Clark collided with a car carrying Brian and Michelle Lewis.  At the time

of the accident, Mr. Clarke was employed by the Mohegan Sun Casino driving customers to and from

the venue. The casino was owned by an Indian tribe. The Lewises filed suit against Mr. Clarke seeking

entry of a money judgment against him personally. The Lewises sought no relief against the casino or

the tribe.  

Mr. Clarke claimed to be protected by tribal immunity. Mr. Clarke argued that he was

immune because he was acting within the scope of his authority as an employee of a tribal enterprise.

Mr. Clarke complained that by seeking a personal judgment against him for actions arising from tribal

employment,  the Lewises were attempting to  improperly circumvent  tribal  immunity.  The Lewises

countered that Mr. Clarke was the real party in interest because their complaint only sought judgment

against him.

7
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The Connecticut Supreme Court ruled in favor of the tribe.  Lewis v. Clarke, 135 A.3d

677, 320 Conn. 706 (2016). The court said that tribal employees were entitled to immunity for all

actions taken in the course of their employment. 

It is well established that "[t]he doctrine of tribal immunity extends to
individual  tribal  officials  acting  in  their  representative  capacity  and
within the scope of their authority." (Internal quotation marks omitted.)
Romanella v. Hayward, 933 F.Supp. 163, 167 (D.Conn.1996),  aff'd, 114
F.3d 15 (2d Cir.1997). citing F. Cohen, Federal Indian Law (1986) p.284
("it has been held that where the tribe itself is not subject to suit, tribal
officers cannot be [held liable] on the basis of tribal obligations")
. . . 

"[c]laimants may not simply describe their claims against a tribal official
as  in  his  'individual  capacity  in  order  to  eliminate  tribal  immunity....
Permitting such a description to affect tribal immunity would eviscerate
its  protections  and  ultimately  subject  [t]ribes  to  damages  actions  for
every violation of state or federal law.   . . .   Bassett v. Mashantucket
Pequot  Museum  &  Research  Center,  Inc.,  supra,  221  F.Supp.2d  at
280;  . . . . 

Lewis v. Clarke, 135 A.3d at 683-85. 

The United States Supreme Court reversed.  Lewis,  37 S. Ct. at 1285.  Citing  Hafer v.

Melo,  502 U.S. 21 (1991), the court explained that the contours of tribal immunity were no broader

than  the  common law and 11th Amendment  immunities  available  to  state  and  federal  government

employees. Lewis, 137 S. Ct. at 1290-91. Tribal governments and related entities are immune from suit,

but tribal officials may be held personally liable for actions taken in their official capacity. Id.  As long

as liability is limited to the official, rather than the government, the official is the real party in interest.

Id. at 1290 (courts “must determine in the first instance whether the remedy sought is truly against the

sovereign”).  

“Personal-capacity suits,  on the other  hand, seek to impose  individual
liability upon a government officer for actions taken under color of state
law.” Hafer, 502 U. S., at 25 (emphasis added);   . . .   “[O]fficers sued in
their personal capacity come to court as individuals,” Hafer, 502 U. S., at
27, and the real party in interest is the individual, not the sovereign.

8
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. . .

[S]overeign immunity “does not erect a barrier against suits to impose
individual and personal liability.”  Hafer,  502 U. S., at 30–31 (internal
quotation marks omitted). . . .

Lewis, at 1291 (emphasis in original); Alden v. Maine,  527 U.S. 706, 757 (1999) (“Even a suit for

money damages may be prosecuted against a state officer in his individual capacity for unconstitutional

or wrongful conduct fairly attributable to the officer himself, so long as the relief is sought not from the

state treasury but from the officer personally”). A suit against a government actor in his individual

capacity imposes liability only on the individual and not the government unit for whom he is employed.

Brandon v. Holt, 469 U.S. 464,  471-72 (1985). Pistor v. Garcia,  791 F.3d 1104, 1112-13 (9th Cir.,

2015) (tribal employees subject to suit for personal liability); Maxwell v. Cnty. of San Diego, 708 F.3d

1075, 1088-1091 (9th Cir., 2013) (same). 

In Hafer, the court allowed state employees to sue Pennsylvania’s auditor general for a

civil rights violation under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The plaintiffs alleged their civil rights were violated

when they were subjected to a politically motivated firing from state government by Hafer acting in her

official capacity as the elected auditor general of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The hiring and

firing of government employees was an undeniably official act, but the court ruled that Ms. Hafer was

the real party in interest because the complaint sought a money judgment against her personally. The

court recognized that the capacity in which Ms. Hafer acted was distinct from the capacity in which

she was sued. Hafer, 502 U.S.at 27. Ms. Hafer could be sued personally for actions she took as a

government official. 

In  Scheuer v. Rhodes,  416 U.S. 232 (1974), the court recognized that the governor of

Ohio could be sued personally for sending the national guard to suppress demonstrations at Kent State

University. Id. at 238. The court examined whether the governor was protected by personal immunities,

but sovereign immunity did not protect him from personal liability.  

9
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The Indian community made the same arguments to the Supreme Court in  Lewis the

defendants are making in the present case.  Amici in  Lewis  argued that the tribal government was the

real party in interest because a judgment against Mr. Clarke would be paid by the tribe. Brief for the

Otoe-Missouria Tribe of Indians, the Lac Vieux Desert Bank of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, the

Medchoopda Indian Tribe of Chico Rancheria, and the Big Valley Bank of Rancheria as Amici Curiae

in  Support  of  Respondent,  Lewis  v.  Clarke,  No.  15-1500,  23  (S.Ct.  filed  Dec.  16,  2016)  (“Otoe-

Missouria” brief).  

Resolution of the issue of whether an employee of that entity is
subject to suit for actions taken in his official capacity will have profound
consequences for the Tribe, the amici, and all of Indian country. 
. . . 

[C]ircumventing  tribal  immunity  through  mere  pleading
maneuvers creates a significant threat to the Tribe's ability to self-govern.

Otoe-Missouria Brief at 24-26.  

Amici argued that suits for individual liability against tribal employees will deplete tribal

treasuries.  

As a practical matter, tribes are inevitably and inextricably entangled in
suits  involving  their  officials  and  employees.  Like  other  sovereigns,
tribes have a significant governmental interest  in participating in suits
against tribal officials  and employees arising from the performance of
their official duties.  See supra Parts I.B & I.C (discussing threat suits
present to the exercise of self-government). Thus, as a consequence of
the misguided adoption of a pleading-focused approach by certain courts,
Amici Tribes must expend tribal re-sources to participate, either directly
or indirectly, in suits against their officials and employees. 

Brief of Ninth and Tenth Circuit Tribes as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondent, Lewis v. Clarke, No.

15-1500, 34 (S.Ct. filed Dec. 16, 2016) (“Western Tribes”).  All of the tribes claimed that individual

liability suits will have a profound detrimental impact on tribal government, but the arguments held no

sway before the Supreme Court.  

10
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The issue framed by the Supreme Court was whether tribal employees could be subject

to liability for “torts” generally.  Lewis v. Clarke, 137 S. Ct. at 1288 (“[w]e granted certiorari to resolve

whether an Indian tribe's sovereign immunity bars individual-capacity damages actions against tribal

employees for torts committed within the scope of their employment . . . .”). The issue the Supreme

Court decided was whether tribal employees could be held liable for all torts, including intentional torts

and statutory torts, not merely negligence actions.  

Part of the Court’s decision in  Hafer concerned the definition of “person” in section

1983. Section 1983 does not impose liability on government units that violate civil rights; it imposes

liability on persons acting under color of state law. The statute imposes personal liability for actions

taken on behalf  of  the  government.  RICO has  an  analogous  structure.  RICO imposes  liability  on

persons who operate an enterprise for unlawful purposes, but not on the enterprise itself. 18 U.S.C. §

1962(c)&(d). The liability the defendants face under RICO is distinctly personal as a matter of the

substantive law. Mr. Jones is not merely naming the defendants individually as a substitute for suing the

LDF Tribe; he is suing the defendants under a statute specially designed to impose personal liability for

their role managing an enterprise to accomplish an unlawful purpose. Even if there was no such thing

as tribal immunity, Mr. Jones would bring the same RICO claim against the defendants. The defendants

engaged in a unique form of liability creating conduct for which no one else can be substituted, and the

substitution of anyone else would allow the defendants to escape liability. 

The defendants conflate the personal capacity in which they are being sued with the

official capacity in which they acted. Defendants’ argument was rejected in Hafer and rejected again in

Lewis.  

In ruling that Clarke was immune from this suit solely because he was
acting within the scope of his  employment,  the [Connecticut Supreme
C]ourt extended sovereign immunity for tribal employees beyond what
common-law sovereign immunity principles would recognize for either
state or federal employees. See, e.g., Graham, 473 U.S., at 167–168, 105

11
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S.Ct. 3099.  The protection offered by tribal sovereign immunity here is
no  broader  than  the  protection  offered  by  state  or  federal  sovereign
immunity.

Lewis, 137 S. Ct. at 1291-92 (emphasis added).  

Since Lewis, this court has already allowed an action for personal liability to go forward

against the manager of a tribal lending business in Pennachietti v. Mansfield, 2017 WL 6311646 (E.D.

Pa., Dec. 11, 2017). Mr. Pennachietti received an auto title loan at a triple digit rate of interest from a

tribal lender known as Sovereign Lending Solutions, LLC (“SLS”).  SLS was incorporated as an arm of

the Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians (“LVDB”) and was protected by tribal

immunity. Mr. Mansfield was a co-manager of SLS responsible for overseeing the businesses’ day-to-

day operations. Mr. Pennachietti sued Mr. Mansfield personally under RICO for operating an enterprise

through the collection of unlawful debt, conspiring to operate an enterprise through the collection of

unlawful debt, and for participating in making usurious loans in violation of state law.  

Mr. Mansfield claimed to be immune from suit because he was acting within the scope

of his authority as a tribal employee. Applying  Lewis,  the court rejected his argument. Because Mr.

Pennachietti was seeking a personal judgment, sovereign immunity provided Mr. Mansfield with no

protection.   

The same conclusion applies in the present case. Mr. Jones’ complaint seeks a money

judgment payable solely by the named individual defendants. Neither the LDF Tribe nor any of its

corporate  entities  have  exposure  under  Mr.  Jones’ complaint.  The  LDF  Tribe  will  have  no  legal

compulsion to pay any judgment that might result from this case. The tribe may have its own obligation

to defend the individual defendants, but that obligation is voluntary and not sufficient to invoke tribal

immunity. The Supreme Court specified in Lewis that a voluntary undertaking by a tribe to reimburse

or defend employees from personal liability actions does not trigger tribal immunity. Lewis, 137 S.Ct.
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at 1292 (“The Tribe's indemnification provision does not somehow convert the suit against Clarke into

a suit against the sovereign”).  

If the LDF Tribe curtails its lending activity as a result of this suit that will also be

voluntary. Mr. Jones is not asking the court to compel the LDF Tribe to do or refrain from doing

anything. President Wildcat’s complaint about a potential impact on the tribe’s finances is baseless.

First, according to the Tribe’s website, the LDF Tribe has already ceased making loans to citizens of

Pennsylvania. Complaint Exhibit P-1 at 5. The LDF Tribe has already voluntarily given up whatever

income it derived from lending in Pennsylvania. Moreover, tribal immunity does not protect President

Wildcat from being sued in his official capacity for declaratory and injunctive relief. Gingras v. Think

Fin., Inc., 922 F.3d 112,  120-23 (2nd Cir., 2019). The court could actually enjoin President Wildcat

and the other defendants from lending in Pennsylvania and not run afoul of sovereign immunity. Santa

Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 98 S.Ct. 1670, 56 L.Ed.2d 106 (1978); TTEA v. Ysleta Del Sur

Pueblo, 181 F.3d 676, 680-81 (5th Cir., 1999);  Comstock Oil & Gas, Inc. v. Alabama and Coushatta

Indian Tribes, 78 F. Supp. 2d 589, 593 (E.D. Texas 1999).  

For all of these reasons, the defendants’ assertion of tribal immunity is baseless. 

II. PENNSYLVANIA LAW APPLIES TO THE LOAN AND PRESIDENT 
WILDCAT IS NOT PROTECTED BY QUALIFIED IMMUNITY.

In 2010, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court unequivocally held that internet lenders were

doing business in Pennsylvania and subject to the Commonwealth’s usury laws. Cash America Net v.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 607 Pa. 432, 8 A.3d 282, 295 (2010). Undaunted, President Wildcat

claims to be protected from personal liability by qualified immunity. Because Pennsylvania's usury

laws are clearly established, President Wildcat’s argument fails. 

Qualified  immunity  applies  to  protect  government  officials  sued  in  their  personal

capacity from liability for violating laws that are not clearly established. President Wildcat’s argument
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founders  on the false  supposition that  Pennsylvania’s  usury laws are somehow ambiguous.  To the

contrary, in  Cash America Net, 607 Pa. at 432, 8 A.3d 2at 82, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court was

emphatic in holding that internet lenders were bound by Pennsylvania law. 

It is well established that public policy in this Commonwealth prohibits
usurious lending, and this prohibition has been recognized for over 100
years.    .  .  .

[Cash  America  Net]  argues  that  by  remaining  physically  outside  of
Pennsylvania, there is no limit on the interest it can charge to Pennsylvania
residents, and that it  may operate at an advantage to in-state lenders by
charging far  more  than  the  CDCA permits  licensed,  in-state  lenders  to
charge.    . . .  [W]e reject this argument.  . . .

Cash America Net, 607 Pa. at 449-53 8 A.3d at 292-95. 

Under the LIPL, the tribal choice-of-law clause in the loan agreement is ineffective.

“Notwithstanding any other law [which would include tribal law], the provisions of this act may not be

waived by any oral or written agreement executed by any person.” Id.  § 408 (emphasis added). The

tribal choice-of-law clause in Mr. Jones’ loan agreement is an illegal waiver that does not survive

section 408.     

The statute against usury forms a part of the public policy of the state and
cannot be evaded by any circumvention or waived by the debtor.  Moll v.
Lafferty, 302 Pa. 354, 359, 153 A. 557.    . . .    As usury is generally
accompanied by subterfuge and circumvention of one kind or another to
present the color of legality, it  is the duty of the court to examine the
substance of the transaction as well as its form, . . . .   In  Hartranft v.
Uhlinger, 115 Pa. 270, page 273, 8 A. 244, page 246, it is said: "It is,
indeed,  wholly  immaterial  under  what  form  or  pretence  usury  is
concealed, if it can by any means be discovered, our courts will refuse to
enforce its payment."

Simpson v. Penn Discount Corp., 335 Pa. 172, 5 A.2d 796, 798 (1939) (emphasis added). Because

borrowers cannot waive the protection of the statute, they are never indebted for the usurious portion of

any loan. Grigsby v. Thorp Consumer Discount Co., 127 B.R. 759, 764-65 (E.D. Pa. 1991). Creditors may

not demand or collect usurious interest, and borrowers are not obliged to pay it. 41 P.S. § 501.  
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Pennsylvania  courts  have  consistently  turned  away  every  scheme  to  elude  the

Commonwealth’s usury laws. In Dept. of Banking v. NCAS of Delaware, 596 Pa. 638, 948 A.2d 752, 761

& n.9 (2008),  the Pennsylvania Supreme Court  held that  a  lender  could not  evade regulation under

Pennsylvania's usury laws through the use of a choice-of-law clause. Id. (“this Court has recognized that

choice-of-law agreements can be avoided when the terms offend Commonwealth public policy even in

disputes between contracting parties”),  see also Kaneff v. Delaware Title Loans, 587 F.3d 616,  624 (3d

Cir. 2009) (refusing to enforce Delaware choice-of-law clause in loan to Pennsylvania citizen because

Pennsylvania had materially greater interest in loans to its citizens than a foreign state).  Waivers of all

kind, including waivers granted after usury was paid, have been struck down. In Thompson v. Prettyman,

231 Pa. 1, 5-6, 79 A. 874, 876 (1911), the court refused to give effect to a release that was entered into

after the usurious interest had been paid. Id. Nor does the failure to raise usury as an affirmative defense

constitute waiver in a lawsuit.  Olwine v. Torrens,  236 Pa. Super 51, 56, 344 A.2d 665, 668 (1975). The

Pennsylvania Supreme Court has even held that public policy in favor of recovering usury can overcome

the finality of judgments, permitting a plaintiff to set aside a series of confessed judgments on usurious

debts.  Moll v. Lafferty, 302 Pa. 354, 359, 153 A. 557, 559 (1931); see also Simpson v. Penn Discount

Corp., 335 Pa. 172, 175, 5 A.2d 796, 798 (1939) (refusing to apply the parole evidence rule where it would

interfere with the ability to establish the usurious nature of a loan);  cf. Thomas v. First Nat'l Bank of

Scranton, 376 Pa. 181, 186, 101 A.2d 910, 912 (1954) (holding contractual provisions exculpating banks

from liability to be against public policy and unenforceable).   

Several provisions of the LIPL, 41 P.S. § 201 et seq., are relevant. The first section is 201,

which sets the maximum rate of interest chargeable by an unlicensed lender at 6% per annum. 41 P.S. §

201. Section 408 makes the protections afforded by the statute unwaivable. Id. § 408. Section 501 provides

that interest beyond the lawful rate need not be paid, and gives borrowers the option of deducting excess

interest. Id. § 501. Borrowers who pay usurious interest have the right to sue for damages:  
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Any person affected by a violation of the act shall have the substantive right
to bring an action on behalf of himself individually for damages by reason
of  such  conduct  or  violation,  together  with  costs  including  reasonable
attorney's fees and such other relief to which such person may be entitled
under law.

41 P.S. § 504. Section 502 specifies that the damages recoverable in such a suit include triple the amount

of any usurious interest a borrower paid. Id. § 502. Under section 505 usury is a criminal offense, a third

degree misdemeanor.  Id. § 505.

Indians going beyond reservation boundaries are held to the same non-discriminatory

state laws otherwise applicable to all citizens. Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145, 148–49

(1973). In this instance, it was clearly established that Pennsylvania law applied to internet lenders and

that the application of Pennsylvania law to the loan could not be waived. The argument that the tribe

could waive the application of Pennsylvania law to Mr. Jones’ loan with a choice-of-law clause was

already rejected by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Dept. of Banking v. NCAS of Delaware, 596 Pa.

638, 948 A.2d 752, 761 & n.9 (2008) and by the Third Circuit in Kaneff v. Delaware Title Loans, 587 F.3d

616,  624 (3d Cir. 2009). The court in  Gregoria v. Total Assets Recovery, Inc., 2015 WL 115501, n.6

(E.D. Pa. 2015), observed that the choice-of-law ruling in Kaneff was binding precedent. Id. 

President Wildcat cannot manufacture ambiguity in the law by attempting to re-argue an

issue that has already been decided. The first rule in choice-of-law jurisprudence under the Restatement

(Second) of Conflict of Laws § 6(1) is for the court to follow the statutory choice-of-law directives of

the forum state. Section 408 of the LIPL unambiguously mandates the application of Pennsylvania law

to loans offered to borrowers in Pennsylvania. 41 P.S. § 408. 

Pennsylvania has the greatest interest in protecting its citizens from high interest internet

loans.  Kaneff, 587 F.3d at  624. Every dollar spent by a Pennsylvania consumer to satisfy interest at the

rate of 690% is one dollar less the consumer has to support himself and his family. It is one dollar less

available for the consumer to spend on food, shelter, transportation, clothing, utilities, education, and all
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other necessities. To the extent the consumer would spend those dollars in the Commonwealth, that is also

one dollar less income to Pennsylvania merchants and less sales tax revue to the Pennsylvania Department

of Revenue.                

The LDF Tribe has an interest in the well being of its lending business, but Pennsylvania

law does not prohibit LDF Holdings from being repaid. LDF Holdings could charge up to 24% and not run

afoul of a fundamental policy of the Commonwealth since the rate would be legal under the CDCA. By

normal commercial standards, 24% is a high rate of interest. But 690% A.P.R. is 28 times the legal rate a

licensed lender can charge and is beyond any standard of commercial reasonableness. The tribe has a right

to earn an income through legitimate business enterprises, but Pennsylvanians have no legally cognizable

interest in supporting governmental services on a reservation 1,500 miles away. Pennsylvania is not within

the tribe’s tax base. 

Pennsylvania  limits  the  amount  of  interest  the  LDF  Tribe  can  charge  Pennsylvania

borrowers on loans issued over the internet in Pennsylvania. The applicability of Pennsylvania law to such

loans is clearly established, and President Wildcat as well as all of the defendants were on notice of all the

judicial decisions bearing on the issue. 

III. THIS COURT HAS PERSONAL JURISDICTION 
OVER THE DEFENDANTS. 

The  defendants  purposely  availed  themselves  of  the  privilege  of  doing  business  in

Pennsylvania. Defendants telephoned Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania to review the loan terms, had Mr.

Jones accept the loan agreement in Pennsylvania, and then transferred money to and from Mr. Jones’

bank account in Pennsylvania.  

Pennsylvania’s long arm statute permits personal jurisdiction over persons who conduct

business within the Commonwealth, 42 Pa.C.S. § 5322(a)(1) or cause harm or tortious injury in the

Commonwealth by acts beyond its borders,  id.  § 5322(a)(4). Courts within the Commonwealth are
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permitted to exercise personal jurisdiction over nonresidents to the full extent permitted under the due

process clause in the Constitution. 42 Pa.C.S. § 5322(b).  

The  court  may  exercise  specific  jurisdiction  over  a  defendant  who  has  minimum

contacts with the forum state related to the case before it. Minimum contacts arise when a defendant

purposely directs his activities to the forum. Martin v. Godwin, 499 F.3d 290, 296 (3d Cir. 2007). The

plaintiff’s  claim must  arise  out  of  those  specific  contacts.  Id. And the  court  may take  account  of

additional factors that ensure the assertion of jurisdiction is consistent with notions of fair play and

substantial  justice.  Id.  The  use  of  an  interactive  website  combined  with  additional  evidence  of

purposeful availment is sufficient to establish personal jurisdiction. Toys “R” Us, Inc., v. Step Two, 318

F.3d 446, 454 (3rd Cir. 2003).  

LFD  Holdings  operates  an  interactive  website.  The  website  allows  prospective

customers in Pennsylvania to apply for loans from their homes. Exhibit P-1 & P-6. Mr. Jones accessed

the website and applied for a loan. Exhibit P-6. In the process of applying, Mr. Jones informed LDF

Holdings that he lived, worked, and banked in Pennsylvania. Id. LDF Holdings reviewed Mr. Jones’

application  and  reached  out  to  him  with  a  phone  call  to  Pennsylvania.  Id. During  the  call,  LDF

Holdings  had  Mr.  Jones  confirm the  information  on  his  application. Id.  Following  the  call,  LDF

Holdings approved Mr. Jones for a $400 loan and prepared a loan agreement specifically for Mr. Jones.

Id.  The agreement  identified Mr. Jones by his address at  721 Engle Street,  Chester,  Pennsylvania.

Exhibit P-4 at 1. LDF Holdings then sent an e-mail to Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania informing him he was

approved for the loan and providing him a link he could use to review and sign the agreement. Exhibit

P-5. Mr. Jones then electronically signed the agreement from his computer in Pennsylvania. Id. In fact,

Mr. Jones signed two agreements, a loan agreement, and an agreement authorizing LDF Holdings to

deposit and debit funds to his account at Sun East Federal Credit Union.  LDF Holdings then deposited

the loan funds in Mr. Jones’ Sun East account and proceeded to make withdraws from the account for
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the next several months. Sun East is a small local bank with only seven branches,2 six of which are in

Pennsylvania and one in Delaware. Under these facts, there is no doubt that LDF Holdings purposely

availed itself of the privilege of doing business in Pennsylvania. 

Corporations act solely through the individuals who run them, so the actions of the tribal

corporations  are  attributable  to  the  individual  defendants.  Each  defendant  played  a  role  in  the

authorization and supervision of LDF Holdings’ actions. As managers of LDF Holdings, Ms. Lorenzo

and Ms. Huguley had the most direct hands on involvement with the loan. They managed the operation

of the website, the process of reviewing and processing Mr. Jones’ application, calling him, approving

him,  wiring  him money,  and  then  collecting  payments.  The  board  of  directors  of  LDF BDC are

responsible for the decision to have LDF Holdings operate a website and make high interest loans over

the internet to consumers in Pennsylvania. When Mr. Jones electronically executed loan documents in

Pennsylvania that gave LDF Holdings access to Mr. Jones’ Pennsylvania bank account, that was the

culmination of the board’s business plan for LDF Holdings. President Wildcat sits on the LDF BDC

board and therefore participated in every decision the board made regarding the operation of LDB

Holdings. The management team, including Darold Londo, Randy Soulier, and Melissa Doud, managed

and supervised LDF Holdings for the board of directors. 

The organizational structure of LDF BDC and LDF Holdings are facts substantiated by

the  exhibits  submitted  by  President  Wildcat  and  the  information  posted  by  these  entities  on  their

websites. It is a fact that the individual defendants hold positions within this corporate structure. The

bylaws for LDF BDC state that the board is responsible for “generally overseeing the policy and affairs

of the organization.” Based on these facts, it is a reasonable inference that LDF Holdings made a loan

to Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania as the direct result of decisions made by the board and carried out by the

employees acting under the board.  

2 https://www.suneast.org/about/branches-atms/
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The individual defendants directed LDF Holdings to enter into loan agreements with

borrowers in Pennsylvania, and therefore it is reasonable for the individual defendants to expect to be

hailed into court in Pennsylvania. In Pennachietti v. Mansfield, 2017 WL 6311646 (E.D. Pa., Dec. 11,

2017), this court already found that it had personal jurisdiction over the manager of an online tribal

lending business under the same circumstances.  Id. at *5.  

IV. MR. JONES HAS A CLAIM AGAINST THE DEFENDANTS UNDER RICO 
FOR THE COLLECTION OF UNLAWFUL DEBT. 

Congress  made  loan  sharking  the  simplest  activity  to  prosecute  under  RICO.  The

collection of unlawful debt is the only predicate act native to the RICO statute, and the only RICO

offense actionable on a single wrongful act. U.S. v. Weiner, 3 F.3d 17 (1st Cir. 1993); U.S. v. Giovanelli,

945 F.2d 479, 490 (2d Cir. 1991); Proctor v. Metropolitan Money Store Corp., 645 F. Supp. 2d 464, 481

(D. Md., 2009). Section 1962(c) reads as follows:  

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person employed by or associated with
any enterprise engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or
foreign commerce, to conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the
conduct  of  such enterprise's  affairs  through   .   .   .      collection of
unlawful debt.

18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) (emphasis added). Mr. Jones is not suing the defendants for engaging in a pattern

of racketeering activity.   

All of the elements outlined in this section are satisfied in the present case. The RICO

claim is being brought against the individual defendants, and they are persons. 18 U.S.C.  § 1961(3)

(person includes individuals).  

The defendants are participants in or associated with an enterprise. Specifically, all of

the  defendants  hold formal  positions  as  directors,  officers,  or  employees  with  LDF BDC or  LDF

Holdings. 
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LDF BDC, LDF Holdings, and Ishwaaswi, LLC., qualify as enterprises based on their

status as juridical persons under tribal law. Under section 1961(4) an enterprise is defined to include

any recognized legal entity. 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4). In Cedric Kushner Promotions, LTD., v. Don King,

533 U.S. 158 (2001), the court held that a small closely held corporation was an enterprise. The fact

that the corporation is a separate entity under state law from its owner is sufficient to meet the statutory

definition of an enterprise in RICO. Id. at 163. The status of the LDF BDC as a corporation means by

definition it is a distinct legal entity separate from the LDF Tribe, tribal members, or its employees. The

same applies to LDF Holdings and Ishwaaswi, LLC. Their status as limited liability companies make

them distinct entities that meet the statutory definition of an enterprise under section 1961(4).

LDF BDC, LDF Holdings, and Ishwaaswi, LLC, are each enterprises on their own, and

the combination of all three enterprises together forms a single association-in-fact enterprise.  United

States  v.  Navarro-Ordas, 770  F.2d  959,  969  n.19  (11th  Cir.1985)  (group of corporations may

constitute association-in-fact enterprise), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1016 (1986); United States v. Bergrin,

650 F. 257, 265 (3d. Cir.  2011) (an association-in-fact enterprise is a group of persons associating

together for a common purpose of engaging in a course of conduct). LDF BDC owns and controls LDF

Holdings,  which  owns and controls  Ishwaaswi,  LLC.  All  three  entities  operate  together  under  the

direction  of  the  LDF  BDC board  of  directors  to  run  an  internet  lending  business  (the  “Lending

Enterprise”). 

The  Lending  Enterprise  is  engaged  in  interstate  commerce.  In  this  very  case,  the

Lending Enterprise made a loan across state lines to Mr. Jones in Pennsylvania. Operating through the

internet, the Lending Enterprise makes loans across the county.  

The defendants conduct or participate in the conduct of the Lending Enterprise, directly

or indirectly, through the collection of unlawful debt. As already discussed, by virtue of their positions

in the corporate structure, the individual defendants all have a role to play in planing, supervising, or
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executing the collection of usurious interest from Mr. Jones. The board made the decision to make high

interest loans and has ultimate supervisory responsibility for the conduct of the Lending Enterprise.

The management team at LDF BDC and LFD Holdings execute the plan, by making and collecting the

loans,  and specifically  collecting usurious interest  from Mr. Jones.  The individuals  who direct  the

operation of a business that is engaged in the commission of predicate RICO acts are by definition

operating the business, directly or indirectly, through a pattern of racketeering activity or the collection

of unlawful debt.  Jaguar Cars, Inc. v. Royal Oaks Motor Car Co., Inc., 46 F.3d 258 (3rd Cir., 1995)

(officers and managers of car dealership that implemented scheme to bill manufacturer for fraudulent

warranty repairs operated enterprise through pattern of racketeering activity). 

The loan LDF Holdings made to Mr. Jones constitutes unlawful debt as that term is

defined in section 1961(6). 

(6) "unlawful debt" means a debt (A)  . . .   which is unenforceable under
State or Federal law in whole or in part as to principal or interest because
of the laws relating to usury, and (B) which was incurred in connection
with  . . .  the business of lending money or a thing of value at a rate
usurious under State or Federal law, where the usurious rate is at least
twice the enforceable rate  . . . .

18  U.S.C.  §  1961(6).  Substantially  all  interest  the  Lending  Enterprise  charged  Mr.  Jones  was

unenforceable because it is usurious under Pennsylvania law. The Lending Enterprise is in the business

of making high interest loans at more than twice the legal rate in Pennsylvania.  

As a result of these actions, Mr. Jones was injured.  He paid about $700 in usurious

interest  and  continues  to  be  indebted  for  unpaid  interest.  He is  likely  one  of  many  Pennsylvania

borrowers to have suffered the same injury. 

This same argument was accepted by the court in  Gregoria v. Total Assets Recovery,

Inc., 2015 WL 115501 (E.D. Pa. 2015) (cited with approval in Goldenstein v. Repossessors, Inc., 815 F.

3d 142, 148-49 (3d Cir. 2016)). The court in Gregoria held that the owner of a towing company that
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repossessed a vehicle to collect a high interest  auto title loan in Pennsylvania operated his  towing

company through the collection of unlawful debt.  

It is also clear that all of the individual defendants are in a conspiracy to operate the

Lending Enterprise through the collection of unlawful debt. All board members including Mr. Wildcat

are in agreement to use the Lending Enterprise to collect unlawful debt by making usurious loans to

Pennsylvanians such as Mr. Jones. Making such loans is the express purpose for which the Lending

Enterprise was formed, and is the goal of everyone involved in the companies.  

For these reasons, the complaint states a claim under RICO for operating an enterprise

through the collection of unlawful debt and conspiring to do so. 

V. THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLAUSE IS ILLEGAL AND UNCONSCIONABLE. 

The dispute resolution clause (Exhibit P-4 at 4) in the loan agreement is unconscionable

because it takes away all of2 Mr. Jones’ rights and directs how the case should be decided. 

The first thing to note about the provision is that it  is not an arbitration clause. The

choice-of-law clause in the loan agreement states that “all disputes between you and us shall be solely

and exclusively resolved pursuant to the Tribal Dispute Resolution Procedure set forth in Section 10 of

the Lac du Flambeau Tribal Consumer Financial Services Regulatory Code . . . .” Exhibit P-4 at 3

(emphasis added). By making the Tribal Dispute Resolution Procedure the sole law governing disputes,

the agreement rejects application of the Federal Arbitration Act. President Wildcat does not disagree

because he refers to the provision as a forum selection clause rather than an arbitration clause. Wildcat

brief at 13. But the provision does not merely designate a forum, it dictates the substantive rights Mr.

Jones has before the forum. Section 10.3(f) of the Consumer Financial Regulatory Code states “[t]he

Tribal  dispute  resolution  process  authorized  under  this  Ordinance  is  considered  by  the  Tribe  to

constitute a petition for redress submitted to a sovereign government,  without waiver of sovereign
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immunity or exclusive jurisdiction, and does not create any binding procedural or substantive rights for

a complainant.” Wildcat Exhibit “B” at 34. 

Under this provision, Mr. Jones loses his case before he gets to a hearing. The provision

mandates  application  of  sovereign  immunity  even  though  Mr.  Jones’ legal  argument  is  that  the

defendants are not immune. Then the provision states that Mr. Jones has no “binding procedural or

substantive rights.” Id. 

A contract is unconscionable where there is a lack of choice in the terms and the contract

unfairly favors the stronger party.  Salley v. Option One Mortgage Corp., 592 Pa. 232, 331, 925 A.2d

115,  119  (2007).  Actual  arbitration  agreements  with  tribal  lenders  have  been  found  to  be

unconscionable where they fail to provide a consumer borrower with a fair forum.  Gingras v. Think

Fin., Inc., 922 F.3d 112, 127 (2nd Cir., 2019) (arbitration clause unconscionable where borrower would

not be permitted to vindicate state and federal statutory rights); Gibbs v. Haynes Investments, LLC, 368

F.Supp.3d 901,  922-23 (2019) (same); MacDonald v. Cashcall, Inc. 883 F.3d 220, 229 (3rd Cir. 2018)

(refused to enforce arbitration clause where right to arbitral forum was illusory). 

The dispute resolution process available to Mr. Jones under the LFD Tribe’s consumer

financial  code  is  a  sham.  The  LDF  Tribe  is  offering  Mr.  Jones  a  forum  in  which  the  tribe  is

automatically deemed immune and in which Mr. Jones has no binding procedural or substantive rights.

In such a forum, Mr. Jones’ complaint would be decided by the mere whim of the decision maker,

rather than under the rule of law. 

The dispute resolution provision was a nonnegotiable part of the loan agreement. Mr.

Jones had no choice but to accept the provision if he wanted loan, and Mr. Jones did not have a lot of

choice about the loan because he had poor credit.  

For these reasons, the dispute resolution provision is unconscionable.  
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VI. THE LDF TRIBE IS NOT AN INDISPENSABLE PARTY.  

Section 1962(c) of RICO creates a cause of action against the individuals who operate

an enterprise through the collection of unlawful debt. The statute does not require the enterprise to be

joined as a party, but President Wildcat now proposes that a RICO enterprise is a necessary party to

such an action. In Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Think Finance, Inc., 2016 WL 183289 (E.D. Pa.,

2016), this court already rejected the argument that an Indian tribe is a necessary party in a usury case

over tribal loans. The defendants in Think Finance were internet payday lenders who partnered with

several Indian Tribes to make usurious loans in Pennsylvania. The loans were issued in the name of the

tribe, but were administered by the defendant companies who were sued. The defendants asserted that

the tribes were necessary parties, but the court found otherwise.  

The tribes were not necessary parties under F.R.C.P. 19(a)(1)(A) because complete relief

could be accorded among existing parties. The Commonwealth sought disgorgement of the share of the

money that had been earned by the non tribal lenders who were parties to the suit.  The Commonwealth

did not ask for anything from the Indian tribe. The court held that complete relief was available from

the parties participating in the suit.  

The same conclusion applies in the present case. Mr. Jones seeks an award of monetary

damages personally from the individual defendants. The tribe will have no obligation under such a

judgment. The defendants suggest that the tribe is implicated because the defendants might not be able

to pay a judgment on their own, but that does not matter.  A monetary judgment against the defendants

will  provide  Mr.  Jones  (and  potential  class  members)  with  complete  relief.  Whether  or  not  the

defendants will be able to pay the judgment is not part of the analysis.    

Turning to  subsection 19(a)(1)(B)(i),  the court  recognized that  the tribe could claim

contractual and sovereign interests in the dispute. Even though the case was not for breach of contract,

the tribes had a contractual interest in the case because the validity of the loan agreements was called
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into question. Technically, under Pennsylvania law, usury does not render a loan agreement invalid; it

just makes the excess interest uncollectible. 41 P.S. § 501. To that extent, at least, LDF BDC could

claim a stake in the amount of interest collectible from Pennsylvania borrowers.  

Despite recognizing the tribes’ interest in the loans, the Think Finance court did not find

the tribes were necessary parties. First, the court observed that the tribe was a joint tortfeasor who was

not required to be joined. The general rule is that a plaintiff is free to sue as many or as few joint

tortfeasors as plaintiff desires.  Think Finance, Inc., 2016 WL 183289 at *7;  Bassett v. Mashantucket

Pequot Tribe, 204 F.3d 343, 359 (2nd Cir. 2000).  

Second, the court found as a practical matter that the tribes’ interests were adequately

protected by the existing defendants. Think Finance, Inc., 2016 WL 183289 at *8; see also Salt River

Project Agr. Imp. and Power Dist. v. Lee, 672 F.3d 1176, 1180-81 (2012) (tribe not indispensable where

tribal officials were parties and made the tribe’s arguments);  Kansas v. United States, 249 F.3d 1213,

1227 (10th Cir.2001) (tribe not indispensable where its interest were represented by tribal officials).

The same is true in the present case. The defendants’ personal liability hinges on the legality of the

tribe’s loan to Mr. Jones, so the interests of the defendants and the tribe are aligned. The defendants are

raising all of the defenses LDF BDC,  LDF Holdings, or Ishwaaswi, LLC., would make if they were

parties. President Wildcat, in particular, has set forth every argument the tribal corporations could make

in their own defense, arguing at length that the defendants are immune, the loan is governed by tribal

law, and that the LDF Tribe needs the money for government services.

 Gregoria v. Total Asset Recovery, Inc., No. 12-4315, 2015 WL 115501 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 8,

2015), is distinguishable because the individual defendant in that case was not employed by the lender.

The plaintiff  in  Gregoria sued the owner of a repossession company for using his corporation (an

enterprise under 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4)) to collect unlawful debt in violation of section 1962(c) of RICO.

The repossession company was working for a lender who was not before the court. The defendant did
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not have an identify of interest with the lender because he was not employed by the lender. By contrast,

all of the individual defendants in this case are employees of the Tribe and its corporations and share

the exact same interest in the legality of the loan. Indeed, in this case, President Wildcat has argued

from the point of view of the tribe by asserting the Tribe’s need for the lending revenue to support tribal

services. Wildcat Declaration  ¶¶ 9-10. The tribe could not make the argument any more effectively.

(But the argument is not actually persuasive since the tribe already ceased lending in Pennsylvania and

is getting along without the revenues. Exhibit P-1 at 5.)  

With respect to subsection 19(a)(1)(B)(ii), the absence of the tribe does not pose any risk

to the defendants of double, multiple, or inconsistent obligations.  Only the individual defendants have

exposure in this case; the tribe has none. A judgment against the individual defendants will not impair

the ability of LDF Holdings to continue in business lending to borrowers both inside and outside of

Pennsylvania, but if the case is dismissed, Mr. Jones and the class will be deprived of a remedy.  

The  Tribe  can  actually  be  joined  if  necessary,  just  not  for  monetary  relief.  Tribal

immunity does not prevent Mr. Jones from amending his complaint to name the individual defendants

in their official capacities for the purpose of obtaining declaratory and injunctive relief.3 Gingras v.

Think Fin., Inc., 922 F.3d 112,  120-23 (2nd Cir., 2019); Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49

(1978); TTEA v. Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo, 181 F.3d 676, 680-81 (5th Cir., 1999); Comstock Oil & Gas,

Inc. v. Alabama and Coushatta Indian Tribes, 78 F. Supp. 2d 589, 593 (E.D. Texas 1999). A suit against

the defendants in their official capacities is the same as a suit against the entities by whom they are

employed. Brandon v. Holt, 469 U.S. 464,  471-72 (1985). So the law does allow Mr. Jones to join the

tribe, but doing so will add nothing to the case. There are no additional arguments the defendants will

make in their official capacities they are not already making in their personal capacities. 

3 In this  scenario,  Mr. Jones would continue to name the defendants in their  personal
capacities for money damages, but add them in their official capacities solely for the purpose of
obtaining declaratory relief. 
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In sum, the tribe’s interest in the case is represented by the individual defendants, who

are all tribal employees, but if necessary the defendants could also be named in their official capacities

for the purpose of obtaining declaratory relief, which would be equivalent to a suit against the tribe. In

any event, there is no need for dismissal under F.R.C.P. 19. 

Conclusion

The defendants’ motions to dismiss should be denied together with any other relief that

is just and appropriate.  

Respectfully submitted, 

                                                                      
Robert F. Salvin (RFS2522)
Two Bala Plaza, Suite 300
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004
215-300-2388
215-271-2820 (fax)
robert.salvin@outlook.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I  hereby  certify  that  on  September  23,  2019,  a  copy  of  the  foregoing  was  filed

electronically with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system. Notice of this filing will be sent to all

counsel of record registered to receive electronic service by operation of the court’s electronic filing

system. 
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Robert F. Salvin (RFS2522)
Two Bala Plaza, Suite 300
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004
215-300-2388
215-271-2820 (fax)
robert.salvin@outlook.com
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